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Motivation

- New instructions utilized!
- Scalar performance worse than AVX2
- Why are mask registers used is scalar code?
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Introduction

• Intel Advanced Vector Extension 512 (AVX-512) is an extension to AVX and AVX2

• Introduces 32 64-byte wide SIMD registers (zmm0-31)
  • “old” xmm and ymm registers are aliased to the lower part of zmms

• Introduces 8 Mask registers (k0-7)

• Mask registers’ width is architecturally defined, up to 64 bits
  • Each bit controls the operation on a single element of the vector register

• Mask registers provide conditional execution and efficient merging of data elements
Masked Operations

- An operation is not performed for an element if the corresponding mask bit is not set
- No exceptions can be caused by a masked-off element
- A destination element is not updated if the corresponding mask bit is not set
- The element value is either preserved or zeroed

vpaddb %zmm1, %zmm2, %zmm0{%k1}
  - Packed byte operation, 64 mask register bits are used, masked-off elements are preserved

vpaddq %zmm1, %zmm2, %zmm0{%k1}{z}
  - Packed quadword operation, only 8 bits from the mask register are used, masked-off elements are zeroed

vaddss %xmm1, %xmm2, %xmm0{%k1}
  - Scalar operation, only 1 bit from the mask register are used, masked-off elements are preserved
Mask Registers

How are mask registers born?

• Vector compare
  \[
  \text{vpcmpeqb} \quad %\text{zmm1}, %\text{zmm0}, %k0
  \]

• Scalar Floating-Point compare
  \[
  \text{vcmpeqss} \quad %\text{xmm1}, %\text{xmm0}, %k0
  \]

• Copy from GPR / Load from memory
  \[
  \text{kmovw} \quad %\text{edi}, %k1
  \quad \text{kmovw} \quad (%\text{rdi}), %k1
  \]

• Mask-to-mask operations
  \[
  \text{kandw} \quad %k1, %k0, %k2
  \quad \text{korw} \quad %k1, %k0, %k2
  \]
Masks in LLVM IR

- No special representation in IR
- Naturally map to <N x i1> data types
  - As the result of vector compares
  - As the condition operand of vector selects

```
%vcmp = icmp eq <8 x i64> %a, %b
%vadd = add <8 x i64> %c, %b
%vret = select <8 x i1> %vcmp, <8 x i64> %vadd, <8 x i64> %a
ret <8 x i64> %vret

vpcmpeqq
vpaddq %zmm1, %zmm0, %k1
```

- X86 C intrinsics use scalar integer types for masks
  - Bitcasted to i1 vector types in IR/DAG
Masks in the X86 Backend

Prior to AVX512

• <N x i1> types are illegal in the X86 Backend
  • Promoted to fit into XMM registers
• i1 type is illegal
  • Promoted to i8, mapped to a GPR class

With AVX512

• X86 Backend declares <N x i1> types legal
  • Mapping them to registers classes containing mask registers
• X86 Backend declares i1 type legal
  • Mapped to mask registers as well
  • Supporting scalar masked operations
  • Supporting <N x i1> related DAG nodes: build vector, extract vector element, ...
AVX-512 Scalar Code

C

```c
extern void f();
extern int j;
void foo (bool b) {
    if (j && b )
        f();
}
```

AVX2

```asm
责任制

AVX512

C bool condition is computed using mask register instructions
AVX-512 Scalar Code

• AVX2 – i1 is illegal, promoted to i8 and assigned to a GPR
• AVX512 – i1 is legal, assigned to a Mask register
  • The i1 data type has different use cases
  • scalar integer vs. scalar mask
  • Each use case has a different appropriate register class
• Isn’t this an instruction selection bug? Yes, But...
Cross Basic Block Code

- Instruction Selection does not look beyond the scope of a basic block
- Default register class is used for live in/out values – Mask registers are selected
- With GlobalISel, there should be enough information to make the right choice
Solution A: Implement a Fixup pass

- Post instruction selection machine function pass
- Replace mask-based instructions with GPR-based ones, when profitable

We could miss out on some optimizations

Mask-based ISA is limited, resulting in long sequences
  - Could be difficult to replace with optimal GPR-based code
Solution A: Implement a Fixup pass

- No mask registers present, nothing to be fixed by the pass
- The legality of i1 affects optimizations even without mask registers
Solution B: Choose GPR by default

The core issue is the cross basic block default register class

- Instruction Selection phase does not have all the information to make the best choice

Solution: Change the default register class of i1 to a GPR

- Make i1 illegal in the X86 Backend
- i1 will be promoted to i8, and assigned to GPRs
- Aligns with AVX2
- A solution for scalar masked operation will be needed
- Issues could arise in masked code
- Fixup pass may still be required
i1 Vectors Memory Representation
Memory operations on i1 Vectors

- AVX512 introduces memory load/store operations on mask registers
  - Loading and storing i1 vectors is straightforward

```
%val = load <8 x i1>, <8 x i1>* %src
store <8 x i1> %val, <8 x i1>* %dst, align 1

kmovb (%rdi), %k0
kmovb %k0, (%rsi)
```

- Memory representation is bit-packed

- In AVX2 i1 vectors are promoted to fit into xmm registers.
  - Bit packing will require an effort.
i1 – a bit or a byte?

There were several discussions over the years about the memory representation of i1 vectors. Quite a few bugs are still open.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byte packed</td>
<td>Bit packed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each vector element stored in a unique byte</td>
<td>Each vector element stored in a unique bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive vector elements stored in consecutive bytes</td>
<td>Consecutive vector elements stored in consecutive bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8 x i1 vector</th>
<th>8 x i1 vector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Possible Directions

• **Option A**
  Byte-packed on all X86 subtargets
  • Not optimal for AVX512
  • Does not align with bitcast semantics

• **Option B**
  Bit-packed on all X86 subtargets
  • Not optimal for AVX2

• **Option C**
  Most performant option, per-subtarget
  • Byte-packed on AVX2 and older
  • Bit-packed on AVX512
  • No memory layout consistency within the same target
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